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Fast access
Simply enjoy the friendly
and relaxed atmosphere in
a hotel bright with natural
light.
The relexa team looks
forward to your visit.
Welcome!

From the airport simply take
the A44 direction Velbert.
Exit at the junction
Ratingen-Ost and follow
the Homberger Straße
direction Ratingen.

Hotel à la relexa
The stylish way
to do business

After about 3 km turn right
into Wilhelmring.
At the next crossroads turn
right again. You will see the
relexa hotel Ratingen City
on your right.

The relexa hotel Ratingen
City is right next to Düsseldorf, with excellent connections to the airport, in the
centre of the newly created
Ratingen-Ost Business Park
and just a few minutes walk
from the old city of Ratingen.

Airport Düsseldorf: 9 km · Main railway station Düsseldorf: 20 km
Railway station Ratingen Ost: 0,8 km · Düsseldorf Centre: 20 km
Messe Düsseldorf and stadium: 15 km · Messe Essen: 32 km,
Messe Köln: 50 km · Motorways A44/A3: 3 km

relexa hotel Ratingen City

relexa hotel Ratingen City
Calor-Emag-Straße 7
40878 Ratingen
Tel. + 49 (0) 21 02 | 16 75 – 0
Fax + 49 (0) 21 02 | 16 75 – 520
Ratingen-City@relexa-hotel.de

Amadeus: LMDUS344
Sabre: LM50940
Worldspan: LM09344
Apollo/Galileo: LM56041

www.relexa-hotels.de · www.relexa-hotel-ratingen.de
Berlin · Düsseldorf-Ratingen · Frankfurt/Main · Hamburg · München
Ratingen · Stuttgart · Bad Salzdetfurth · Bad Steben · Braunlage

Meet and stay in the comfort
of a quiet city location

Excellent infrastructure and
comfort make our hotel an
ideal base for every meeting
– from a small workshop to
seminars and conferences of
every type and size.
You can expect the relexa
standard of excellence to
be available whenever you
need it.

Living ...
Cosy comfort
134 comfortable rooms,
including 74 double and
54 single rooms, as well as
six apartments with kitchenette. 40 rooms offer air
conditioning.
The rooms are equipped with
bathtube or shower, wireless
LAN, hairdryer, flatscreen,
phone and minibar.

Dining ...
The guestrooms and suites
are decorated in yellow and
gold tones that emphasize
their bright, cosy ambience,
with thoughtfully selected
furnishings. The style in the
bathrooms is primarily terracotta with clear, elegant
forms.
Guests arriving by car will
enjoy the convenience of 60
underground parking spaces
with direct hotel access.

Meetings ...

Wellness ...

The ideal room
for every occasion

Switch off and
unwind in cultivated
modernity

Six conference rooms, partially combinable for up to
200 people, facilitate large
and small meetings, seminars
and conferences.
All meeting rooms have full
air conditioning, daylight,
state-of-the-art conference
equipment and window blinds.

Quality, diversity
and finesse
The relexa hotel Ratingen
City also places great value
on stylish, high quality
dining.
Guests can dine in the
»Boulevard« restaurant
– including a sheltered
courtyard terrace when the
weather permits – enjoy

a snack in the Bistro during
the day or a night-cap in the
hotel bar.
The extensive relexa breakfast buffet is served every
morning in the »Boulevard«
restaurant, offering light,
Mediterranean cuisine.
All of the dining options can
be accessed directly from the
lobby.

On an area of 500 m²,
a highly modern oasis for
passive and active relaxation
is at your disposal.
Right next to the event area
you will find six additional
trainer rooms, appropriately
equipped for your special
requirements. The Potsdam
Room even offers an outdoor
terrace. The open conference
foyer allows you to scan the
events in the hotel lobby and
the activities outdoors.
Our attentive service
personnel will ensure that
you can relax during your
breaks and they will even be
happy to take responsibility
for your event organisation.

It boasts a 90°C sauna and
a bio-sauna, a whirlpool, a
warm room, a solarium and
a very well-equipped fitness
room.

The impressive whirlpool
creatively forms the centre
of a wellness landscape
which, through its unique
ambience, makes it easy
to forget your everyday
concerns for a while.
Fresh fruit and drinks are
available at the bar at all
times. You can also enjoy
wonderful relaxation in the
large, leafy and canopied
outside area.

